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A B S T R A C T  

Chariots drawn by horses harnessed in pairs under a yoke appeared in China, without 

apparent local antecedants, in burials of the late Shang dynasty (ca. 1200–1045 BCE). 

The system of paired draft and their characteristic design – two large, multi-spoked 

wheels set on a long axle placed centrally under the wide body – remained virtually 

unchanged for nearly a thousand years. By the time of Emperor Qin Shihuang (ruled 

221–210 BCE), covered traveling vehicles in which the passenger could sit or recline had 

been developed. The two superb bronze models from his tomb have enabled a study of 

the details of their construction and harnessing. Under the Western Han dynasty (206 

BCE–9 CE), an innovative type of vehicle emerged – the prestigious, lightweight carriage 

for swift personal transport drawn by a single horse between shafts, harnessed with a 

breaststrap. Like the chariots, they were driven from the box; the occupants knelt or 

reclined rather than stood. Though the use of breast traction continued to be the 

traditional form of harnessing horses, mules and donkeys in China, the fast carriages in 

their turn went out of fashion after the end of the Eastern Han period (24–220 CE), to 

be replaced by a stately, slower-moving vehicle with a single draft animal between the 

shafts, controlled by an attendant on foot. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The earliest animal traction system known comprised two bovids placed side by side under a yoke 

attached to the front end of the draft pole of an implement such as a seed drill or a sledge and later a 

wheeled vehicle. The yoke could be placed in front of the withers, or on either the nape of the neck or 

the forehead and lashed to the horns. The central draft pole served to pull, brake and steer the vehicle, 

and, for a two-wheeler, provided longitudinal balance (Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 15–36). 

Teams of equids – most likely “kungas,” a cross between a domestic donkey and an onager – are 

shown drawing two- and four-wheeled vehicles on figured documents of the third millennium BCE in 

the Near East (Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 23–28).1 On the famous Standard of Ur from southern Iraq, 

dated to about 2,500 BCE, they are harnessed four abreast with broad neckstraps attached to the yoke 

(Littauer and Crouwel 1979: fig. 3) (Figure 1). Although sometimes mistakenly called a chariot, the 

vehicle they pull is better described as a battle-wagon,2 having four tripartite disc wheels. 

 

Figure 1. A “battle wagon” depicted on the Standard of Ur (after Littauer and Crouwel 

1979, fig. 3). 

The first chariots – with two spoked wheels, generally drawn by horses and entered from the 

rear by the passengers, who travel standing, not seated – are depicted in the Near East by the beginning 

of the second millennium BCE (Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 68–71; Brownrigg 2019: 85, fig. 2). Excavations 

 

1 For further bibliography, see: https: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kunga_(equid). 

2 Slow-moving four-wheeled wagons, carrying goods or passengers, had a fixed front axle and were not easily maneuverable. 
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at Sintashta and elsewhere in the foothills of the southern Urals (Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia, close to 

the border with Kazakhstan) have revealed the remains of actual horse-drawn vehicles, their multi-

spoked wheels evidenced by discolorations left in the soil, dated to the late third or early second 

millennium BCE (Anthony 2010: 371–375; Chechushkov 2018; Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007; Lindner 

2020; Chechushkov and Epimakhov 2023; Grigoriev 2023). Debate continues as to whether these were 

influenced by or preceded the Near Eastern models, and whether they were war chariots or prestige 

vehicles used for parade and display, and perhaps for hunting (see Littauer and Crouwel 1996; Anthony 

2010: 397–408; Grigoriev 2023). 

Horses were domesticated by the end of the third millennium BCE in the Western Eurasian 

steppes (Librado et al. 2021). Their speed and maneuverability made them ideal for pulling chariots. 

The yoke was adapted to their head carriage, higher than that of bovids, by the addition of yoke forks 

in the form of an inverted “Y” placed on the neck in front of their withers, with the “handle” firmly lashed 

to the yoke and the “legs” lying in front of the shoulders. First attested in the Near East, yoke forks 

became standard on chariots in the second half of the second millennium BCE, when their use spread 

to Egypt and the Aegean, as well as to China (Littauer 1968; Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 60, 85, 113–114; 

Crouwel 1981: 98–99; Spruytte 1983: 26, 28, 41; Brownrigg 2019: 88–91; Brownrigg 2023). With a padding 

of leather or fabric to protect the horses’ necks from chafing, the yoke forks were often decorated: reel-

shaped stone finials in the Near East and Egypt, and bronze finials or a partial or complete bronze 

sheathing in China (Figures 2–4) (Liu 2002 passim; Wang 2002: 35; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 80, 89, 101–102, 

figs. 1.6.3, 2.1.1 (right), 3.21.5, 4.18.13). A strap, fastened to the lower ends of the “legs” and passing under 

the horses’ necks, held the forks and the yoke in place. The yoke forks, with straight or, as often in China 

(and the Late Bronze Age Aegean) upturned lower ends, not only helped counteract the tendency of 

the yoke to slide back but transferred the tractive force to the shoulders of the draft animal. The system 

could be described as a form of shoulder traction. 
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Figure 2. Two-horse chariot and one of its yoke forks, Late Shang tomb 52, 

Guojiazhuang, Shaanxi Province (after Wagner 2004:figs. 5A and 5.1a-b). 

E A R L Y  V E H I C L E S  A N D  H A R N E S S I N G  I N  C H I N A  

In China, the use of wheeled vehicles with paired horses under a yoke attached near the forward end of 

a central draft pole is first firmly attested in burial pits at Anyang, the last capital of the late Shang 

dynasty (ca. 1200–1045 BCE). Chariot and horse pits of similar date are also known from other sites in 

northern China (Zhang et al. 2023: 673). The evidence becomes more extensive in the subsequent 

Western Zhou period (ca. 1046–771 BCE), when actual vehicles, often accompanied by their draft 

animals, were buried in large numbers in specially prepared pits in close proximity to human burials. 

These are exclusively two-wheeled chariots with two multi-spoked wheels, intended for two or three 

standing occupants. The wooden parts of the chariots had usually decayed but had left discolorations 
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in the soil (Figure 3).3 Bronze fittings such as axle-caps, linch pins, nave hoops and finials of the pole, 

yoke and yoke forks were also found, sometimes in situ (Figures 2–4) (Wu Hsiao-yun 2009 and 2013; 

von Dewall 1964 and 1976: 168–171; Lu 1993; Liu 2002: 6–34; Wagner 2004; Wang 2013: 26–53, with a 

review of earlier studies). 

 

Figure 3. Excavation of a Late Shang chariot, Anyang, Henan Province, China 

(Wikipedia Commons). 

 

3 A rare instance of many of the wooden parts having survived is a later vehicle, known as a drum chariot, from a waterlogged 

tomb of the Warring States period (480–221 BCE) at Huai’an, Hubei Province. See below. 
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Figure 4. Two- and four-horse chariots, Western Zhou horse-and-chariot pit 2, 

Zhangjiapo, Shaanxi Province (after Wu Hsiao-yun 2013:fig. 3.1). 

Chariots and horses also featured in inscriptions of the emerging Chinese writing system on 

ritual bronze vessels and oracle bones (Figure 5).4 The various schematic renderings of the character for 

chariot (che 車, simplified 车) show the vehicle, with a central draft pole, yoke and sometimes yoke 

forks, as if viewed from above (Shaughnessy 1988: 215, fig. 4; Liu 2002: 15, fig. 2.15; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 52, 

fig. 2.24). 

 

Figure 5. Variants of the Chinese character “車 / 车 che”, Late Shang oracle-bone 

inscriptions (after Shaughnessy 1988: fig. 4, nos. 1–6). 

 

4 For horses, see Mair 2003: 164–166, 174–178. 
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Sometimes short traces seem to be depicted running back from the inner “legs” of the yoke forks 

to the pole just in front of the vehicle body (Figure 6), like those on the two bronze model vehicles from 

the burial complex of the first emperor of China, Qin Shihuang (ruled 221–210 BCE. See below). They 

would keep the yoke forks in their correct position and prevent them from rotating. At the same time, 

they would function like the yoke braces that were widely used in ancient harnessing in the Near East 

(Spruytte 1983: 53; Crouwel 2012: 40), helping to stabilize the yoke, keeping it at right angles to the draft 

pole, and transmitting some of the tractive force to a point closer to the vehicle, thus rendering the pole 

less vulnerable to breakage.5 

 

Figure 6. Representation of a four-horse chariot on a rock carving in the Altai (after 

Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: fig. 3.5.1). 

Osteological remains indicate that horses were already known in a wild form (Equus prjwalskii) 

in China in the third millennium BCE, that is, long before their first documented use in draft or remains 

of chariots. Domesticated and trained horses are, however, first clearly evidenced in tombs of the Shang 

 

5 Such braces leading from the yoke fork are probably what is intended on an incised bone plaque of the eighth-seventh 

century BCE from tomb 102 at Nanshan’gen in Nincheng County, Lianoning Province. It depicts, in plan view, a hunting 

scene with two-wheeled vehicles drawn by two horses (Bunker 2002: fig. 17; Linduff 2003: fig. 12.4a; 2006: 312, fig. 12A) and 

on a pair of bronze plaques of similar date from northeast China (Bunker 2002: fig. 23. cf. also plan views of quadrigae on 

the rock carvings at Somon Bogd (Nowgodorowa 1980: 98, pls. 58, 59; Novozhenov 2012: fig. 44, no. 6.3.HS2; see also our note 

8) and at Jamani Us, also in Mongolia (Nowgorodowa 1980: 79–87 with figs., pls. 47, 56; Novozhenov 2012: fig. 59 no. 

6.3.YU3(P.); also Littauer 1977: 113, figs. 16 and 17 (trigae). 
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dynasty (Wang 2002; Linduff 2003; Mair 2003: 166–168; Yuan and Flad 2003 and 2006; Wang 2013: 12–

71; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 55–56).6 

There appear to be no prototypes in early dynastic China for the first chariots and their draft 

and harness system. This strongly suggests that they were not locally developed but were indebted to 

forerunners from the Eurasian steppes and perhaps ultimately from the Near East (Piggott 1978; Hüttel 

1979; Shaughnessy 1988 and 1989; Puett 1998: 705–706, 709; Barbieri-Low 2000: 37–48; Wang 2002; Wu 

Hsiao-yun 2013; Taylor 2017, especially chapter 6; Rawson 2017: 375–380; Rawson et al., 2020; 2021), 

where vehicles with two spoked wheels and paired horse draft had been known since the early second 

millennium BCE (see a.o. Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 62–64; 1996) or western Eurasia (Koryakova and 

Epimakhov 2007; Anthony 2010, passim; Novozhenov 2012; Chechushkov and Epimachov 2023).7 

In the late second millennium BCE in the Central Plain of northern China, the rise of elite groups 

is marked by their production of bronze weaponry and craft goods. The chariot – a vehicle requiring 

considerable skill to build and maintain, needing a team of matched draft horses and a crew with 

extensive training – became a symbol of their superior standing. The late Shang and Zhou dynasties 

mark the beginning of a tradition of burying such vehicles, in varying numbers, intact or dismantled 

and often with their draft teams, that was to last in China for over a thousand years, down to the 

Western Han period (206 BCE–9 CE). Separate burials of horses also occur. Where the archaeological 

context is sufficiently clear, chariots are most often associated with high-ranking male and sometimes 

 

6 Systematic osteological study of the buried horses from dynastic China appears to have been undertaken only fairly 

recently (Levine 2005; Li et al. 2022; Zhang et al. 2023, with further references). 

7 Some Chinese scholars, such as Sun Ji, have argued that chariots were developed inside China; see Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 24 

with references. The possible use of vehicles in China earlier in the second millennium BCE may be suggested by the remains 

of one or two wooden wheel hubs for sixteen spokes of disputed date from the settlement at Dolan in Nuomukong, Qinghai 

Province in far Western China (Barbieri-Low 2001: 11-13, fig. 8; Linduff 2003: 144–145 with n. 2; Mair 2003: 172–174; Wu Hsiao-

yun 2013: 35 with n. 60, fig. 2.5), and by narrow wheel ruts at a site of the early Shang period at Yanshi in Henan Province 

and at Anyang (Barbieri-Low 2011: 15–17, 49–50, figs. 10, 17; Wang 2013: 30 n. 27; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 24 n. 116. A vehicle with 

four disc wheels, dated by the excavators to the sixteenth–fifteenth c. BCE, was discovered in 2022 at Gaotai, Xinjiang 

(http://www.xinhuanet.com/local/2023-02/25/c_1129397465.htm; https://www.livescience.com/bronze-age-ice-skates-

with-bone-blades-discovered-in-china; 

http://kaogu.cssn.cn/zwb/xsdt/xsdt_3347/xsdt_3348/202302/t20230227_5599571.shtml). 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/local/2023-02/25/c_1129397465.htm
https://www.livescience.com/bronze-age-ice-skates-with-bone-blades-discovered-in-china
https://www.livescience.com/bronze-age-ice-skates-with-bone-blades-discovered-in-china
http://kaogu.cssn.cn/zwb/xsdt/xsdt_3347/xsdt_3348/202302/t20230227_5599571.shtml
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female burials (see especially Wu Hsiao-yun 2009; 2013, with maps 1–3; also Liu 2002: 35–86; Zhao 2018, 

2019; Wang 2013; Wu Xiaolong 2013: 122–131). 

No clear structural development of chariots in China can be traced. From the start, the body of 

the vehicle was mostly rectangular, wider than it was long, but sometimes roughly oval in shape, 

offering space for a driver and one or two other occupants. A rail-work or closed siding, usually no 

higher than 40 cm, sometimes with an additional, higher railing to hold on to, extended along the front 

and sides, leaving the rear (partly) open for access. The axle was always located in a central position 

under the floor, with two multi-spoked wheels ca. 1.20–1.40 m in diameter revolving on it and held in 

place by linch pins, i.e., toggles that also permitted the wheels to be easily removed for repair, 

replacement or storage. The ends of the 18 to 30 spokes were mortised into the cylindrical nave and into 

the wheel rim. The large size of the wheels would enable them to roll over stones and other minor 

obstacles on bad roads or in rough terrain more easily than smaller ones, while the axle would be high 

enough to give adequate clearance. Long naves were essential if the wheels were not to wobble. The 

axle projected well beyond the edges of the chariot body. A long axle allowed for a wide wheel track 

(the distance between the running surface of the wheels), which varied from ca. 2.15 to 2.40 m, giving 

lateral stability to the vehicle on fast turns. 

The Chinese multi-spoked wheels have remarkably close parallels in actual ones that were 

found in waterlogged condition in burial pits under a barrow, dating to the second half of the second 

millennium BCE at Lchashen in Armenia (Mnatsakanian 1960; Piggott 1974 and 1968: 95–97; Pogrebova 

2003; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 4, fig. 1.5). These slightly smaller wheels (0.98–1.02 m in diameter) were made 

on the same principle, with their 28 spokes mortised into a cylindrical nave and a two-piece bentwood 

rim. They belonged to small light, two-wheeled vehicles, with their rail-work superstructure restored as 

extending along the sides and rear, leaving the front open. The rail-work, wheels and central axle may 

suggest a link with distant China. 

This tradition of a making a wheel is very different from that represented by the extant chariots 

found in Egyptian tombs of the New Kingdom, more precisely of the later fifteenth and fourteenth 

centuries BCE. Their smaller wheels (0.89 to 1 m in diameter) have only four or six spokes, comprising 

V-shaped elements fitted back-to-back to form the hub and the spokes, which are not mortised into a 

separately made nave but form part of a composite nave-and-spokes construction held together by glue, 
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while the rim was bound with rawhide (Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 78–79; Spruytte 1983: 25 with ills. pp. 

26–27; Littauer and Crouwel 1985: 76–79; Hurford 2023). 

It should also be noted that the axle of the chariots from Egypt is located not at the center but 

at the rear. An axle placed at the very rear of the floor, materially documented on the extant chariots 

from Egypt and elsewhere, provided the crew with a stable platform as near horizontal as possible. Since 

the load would be ahead of the axle, a proportion of the weight would be placed on the horses’ necks. 

This would lead to more flexing of the pole, giving a smoother, less jarring ride, avoid any tendency of 

the chariot to lift in front on uneven ground and also help to keep the yoke in place. A central axle is 

ideal for a stable cargo on smooth and level going, since it can be properly balanced over the axle, and 

the draft team is almost entirely relieved of its weight. Thus the load that the draft animals can pull is 

limited only by their weight and the strength of the axle (Spruytte 1983: 61). On the other hand, an 

unstable load, such as standing occupants switching their weight rapidly in fighting or hunting, would 

make a central axle less suitable, as would fast movement over rough terrain or on rapid turns. As the 

load or the angle of the ground shifted, the vehicle would rock back and forth, suffering stress, 

particularly in areas where the pole is attached, straining the pole and bruising the draft animals. 

The central draft pole of Chinese chariots ran under all or part of the floor, curving up at the 

front towards the yoke which was fastened near its end. Traction was provided by two horses, or 

increasingly, from the Western Zhou period onwards, a team of four abreast. The inner two were 

harnessed under a yoke fitted with yoke forks (Figures 2–4), which have been found in excavations and 

are also indicated on some of the early pictographs for “chariot” (Figure 5). The outer horses (also known 

as outriggers) were more loosely attached by a single trace from the inner leg of the yoke fork to the 

body of the chariot. Figure 4 shows these animals with their own yoke forks.). 8  All horses were 

controlled by reins fastened to a bit, composed of a mouthpiece of organic material or bronze, with 

cheekpieces of varying design and made of antler, bone or bronze.9 

 

8 A similar arrangement can be seen with a quadriga rendered in plan view on a rock carving at Somon Bogd in Mongolia: 

each outrigger is shown attached to the vehicle by a single trace (Nowgodorowa 1980: 98, pls. 58, 59; Novozhenov 2012: fig. 

44, no. 6.3.HS2). 

9 We will not discuss in detail bridles and bits. These are the subject of a study by Wu Hsiao-yun (2023). See also Rawson et 

al. 2021. 
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Draft teams of more than two horses10 first appeared with chariots in China at about the same 

time as in the Near East and the Aegean – during the later second and early first millennium BCE. In the 

Near East, at first only the inner horses were under the yoke, which was still fitted with yoke forks. The 

system was then replaced by a new design involving a long, four-horse yoke shaped into padded bays 

for each animal’s neck. There is also material and figured evidence, from the Near East and Cyprus, for 

the use of four-horse chariots with two poles and a single four-horse yoke or two two-horse yokes 

(Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 113–116, 147; Spruytte 1978–1979; Brownrigg 2019: 93–95). Such arrangements, 

with all four horses under the yoke, may have provided more pulling power, but the principle of 

shoulder traction remained the same. In China, no comparable development can be traced, the 

combination of a two-horse yoke with yoke forks – sometimes assisted by outriggers each harnessed by 

a single long trace – continuing in standard use until the Han period. Material evidence attests to the 

use of a two-horse yoke and four yoke forks. A chariot with a pair of horses buried adjacent to one drawn 

by a four-horse team was found in a chariot-and-horse pit of the Western Zhou period at Zhangjiapo, 

Shaanxi Province (Figure 4) (Barbieri-Low 2000, fig. 22; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 58–59, fig. 3.1). 

 

10 Modern usage refers to two horses as a pair, while three or more are referred to as a team. 
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Figure 7a-b. Reconstruction and test run of a Chinese chariot built by Robert Hurford 

(photographs R. Hurford). 

In China, as in the Near East and Egypt, chariots were used in warfare.11 Recent trials with a 

reconstruction of a Chinese chariot (Figures 7a, b), drawn not by four but also two horses, with a three-

man crew, all seated or kneeling, confirmed the validity of the military role of such vehicles in China as 

 

11 For textual sources bearing on the use of chariots in actual battle, see a.o. Kiermann Jr. 1974; Shaughnessy 1988: 213–237; 

Yates 2002: 33-34, 40, 46-49; Wang 2013: 95–100; cf. Yates 2023. 
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mobile firing platforms for archers, provided the terrain is open and level (Hurford and Crouwel 2022).12 

The vehicles also played a role in hunting and ceremonies, as well as being prestigious conveyances and 

presented as royal gifts to members of the elite (Kiermann Jr. 1974; Shaughnessy 1988: 213–233; 2003: 166; 

Wang 2013: 95–100; Yu 2015; Yates 2023). However, the low superstructure of most Chinese chariots as 

compared to actual Egyptian finds, raises the question of how they may have been used in battle. The 

superstructure of Egyptian chariots rises to 0.65–0.78 m, thereby offering more protection to the crew 

of two men standing abreast. The rear axle, narrower than that on the Chinese vehicles, would allow 

greater maneuverability and thus the possibility for a line of chariots to approach the enemy, shoot and 

quickly turn away, out of range of their weapons. Chinese chariots may have been used to a great extent 

as mobile command platforms. Despite the evidence of long-handled weapons, it is unlikely that they 

were used in hand-to-hand fighting (Yates 2013: 11, 13). 

Horse-drawn chariots were not suitable for the transport of goods. In China, the textual record, 

from the Western Zhou period onwards, provides references to “large vehicles” (dache 大车 ), 

sometimes explicitly stated to be drawn by oxen and clearly less prestigious. The term probably denotes 

more workaday vehicles, such as two-wheeled carts for carrying stable loads, i.e. goods or seated 

passengers (Lu 1993: 834; Barbieri-Low 2000: 69–71; Yates 2023: 224–227). Evidence, whether 

archaeological or written, for animal-drawn four-wheeled wagons in ancient China is notably rare.13 

 

12 Strenuous trials were conducted with a chariot drawn by two horses instead of four (Figure 7) as part of the NOVA 

television documentary “The Chinese chariot revealed” released in 2017 and available on Youtube: https: 

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=V03pr8rx2ho). The reconstruction by Robert Hurford was based mainly on the study of the 

28 chariots in a pit belonging to a cemetery at Guojiamiao, Zhaoyang County, Jiangsu Province in the ancient state of Zeng 

and dated to about 700 BCE. 

13 A vehicle with four disc wheels, dated to the sixteenth–fifteenth c. BCE, was discovered in 2022 at Gaotai, Xinjiang 

(http://kaogu.cssn.cn/zwb/xsdt/xsdt_3347/xsdt_3348/202302/t20230227_5599571.shtml; 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/local/2023-02/25/c_1129397465.htm; https://www.livescience.com/bronze-age-ice-skates-with-

bone-blades-discovered-in-china) and recent reports describe a four-wheeler with a canopy in a Qin tomb in Shaanxi 

Province (see https: //arkeonews.net/a-rare-sheep-carriage-and-ancient-chariots-found-near-mausoleum-of-chinas-first-

emperor/; https://news.dayoo.com/society/202310/26/140000_54599383.htm). A bronze ritual vessel with four spoked 

wheels was found in a tomb at Lixian, Gansu Province (Ye 2022). Archaeologists excavating a Xiongnu burial in Chikhertiin 

Zoo, Tuv Aimag, Mongolia (third–first c. BCE) have found large, spoked wheels which they believe (without direct evidence) 

http://kaogu.cssn.cn/zwb/xsdt/xsdt_3347/xsdt_3348/202302/t20230227_5599571.shtml
http://www.xinhuanet.com/local/2023-02/25/c_1129397465.htm
https://www.livescience.com/bronze-age-ice-skates-with-bone-blades-discovered-in-china
https://www.livescience.com/bronze-age-ice-skates-with-bone-blades-discovered-in-china
https://arkeonews.net/a-rare-sheep-carriage-and-ancient-chariots-found-near-mausoleum-of-chinas-first-emperor/
https://arkeonews.net/a-rare-sheep-carriage-and-ancient-chariots-found-near-mausoleum-of-chinas-first-emperor/
https://news.dayoo.com/society/202310/26/140000_54599383.htm
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The military role of chariots in China, as elsewhere, declined sharply with the rise of mounted 

troops in the course of the Warring States period (480–221 BCE). Knowledge of the prowess of the 

Eurasian horse riders in battle probably played an important role in this (Goodrich 1984; Shaughnessy 

1988: 222–231; Yates 2002: 36–66; An 2005; Wang 2013: 100–104, 156–160; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 14–15). 

With sufficient horsemanship, riding had obvious advantages over driving in mobility and 

maneuverability in different types of terrain and in economy of man- and horsepower. This was 

recorded in early Chinese texts such as the famous passages documenting King Wuling (d. 295 BCE) of 

the northern state of Zhao when he noted that both riding astride and a change to wearing appropriate 

clothing (trousers and short tunics over the typical robes of chariot occupants) were desirable (Shen 

1997: 129). 

As stated above, Chinese vehicles were also used for non-military and ceremonial purposes. A 

good example is presented on a lacquer box 10.8 cm high from Baoshan tomb 2, Jingmen District, Hubei 

Province, which can be dated to 316 BCE (Wenwu 5 (1988): color plate 1.2; Journal of Chinese Lacquer 

28(1) (2009): 10–36, 48, fig. 6; Thote 2008: 229–233, figs. 21–22).14 It shows a welcoming ceremony, with 

the host driving out to meet his guests. Four vehicles are depicted: two are drawn by a pair of horses, 

the others by a team of three abreast (probably the host and his visitors, each shown twice). 

Actual remains of another type of vehicle – the covered carriage15 – are known from funerary 

contexts of the Warring States period. One such vehicle, from horse-and-chariot pit 2 at Jiuliandun in 

Zaoyang County, Hubei Province, was associated with a high-status female burial. Five others come 

 

to belong to one or two unique (dismantled) four-wheeled vehicles (see https: //montsame.mn/en/read/133737). A hearse, 

with four spoked wheels pulled by ten men towards a graveyard, is depicted on a stone sarcophagus of the late Western or 

early Eastern Han at Weishan, Shandong Province (Wu 1998: 24, figs. 2a-b). For further discussion on four-wheeled vehicles 

in China during the first and second millennia CE, see Bulliet 2016: 165–183. A wagon with multi-spoked wheels, buried in 

Barrow 5 of the fifth century BCE at Pazyryk in the Altai region of Siberia, is often thought to have been inspired by Chinese 

models. See Rudenko 1970: pl. 131; Linduff and Rubinson 2022: 18, 58, 92, figs. 1.11a and 2.21c; Liu 2002: ill. p. 126, top; see also 

Hookk and Nikolaev 2013.  

14  See also: https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/colored-lacquer-case-of-no-2-baoshan-tomb-in-jingmen-hubei-

province-unknown/_AG2xkRIeEbSPQ?hl=en 

15 A carriage may be defined as a vehicle intended for personal transport. Occupants generally sit, kneel or recline. Carriages 

(as well as chariots) were normally driven from the vehicle, enabling them to travel faster than at a walk. 

https://montsame.mn/en/read/133737
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from two horse-and-chariot pits, at Ma’anzhong in Huaiyang County, Henan Province, where they are 

associated with paired tombs of a high-ranking couple (Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 114 with notes 133–134 and 

fig. 4.29.2). These were reported as being very similar to the large bronze model of a later four-horse 

covered carriage from the famous burial complex of Emperor Qin Shihuang (see below). 

A unique find, three oxcarts16 were discovered in tombs M57, M18 and M19 of the Warring States 

period from Majiayuan in Zhangjiachuan County, Gansu (Zhao 2018; 2019: 178–180, figs. 30–33). Cattle 

skulls were found under the yokes. The draft poles differ in structure from those of the horse chariots, 

which have a single central pole under the box, curving upward toward the end. These unusual vehicles 

have two additional poles that are attached on either side, converging in the front to form a triangle, 

and connected by a transverse bar with the central pole that then rises above them. Resting on the two 

side poles, the yokes were thus placed quite low (oxen were probably smaller than horses, which would 

have been some 130–140 cm high at the withers), and were twice as long (2.5 m) as the chariot yokes 

(0.92–1.42 m), allowing the animals to be further apart due to the A-shape of the draft poles.17 The yoke 

forks are simplified into two vertical bars. This type of oxcart is unknown from other sites in China. 

Valuable information on Chinese wheeled vehicles is yielded by a uniquely preserved “drum 

chariot.” Its waterlogged wooden parts were found broken into pieces in a timber-lined pit of the 

Warring States period at Huai’an, Hubei Province (Sun 2014; Hurford and Crouwel 2022; see also https: 

//www.sohu.com/a/646797411_121448078). 

This two-wheeled vehicle with its lacquer painting, decorative wood carvings, bronze linch pins 

and nave hoops, was subsequently reassembled, with a drum on a vertical pole fixed at the front of the 

body (Figure 8). Thanks to the exceptional state of preservation of the wood, various species could be 

identified: Pteroceltis tartarinowii (blue sandalwood) for the floor frame, axle and yoke, Cinnamomum 

camphora (camphor wood) for the carved panels, Morus sp. (mulberry) for the rails and wheel rim, 

 

16 A cart is a two-wheeled vehicle designed to carry a stable load such as goods or seated passengers. 

17 The A-frame cart with two side timbers running forward to join just before the yoke is a type of vehicle used until recently 

in various parts of the world. They are attested in tombs of the second half of the second millennium BCE from Lchashen in 

Armenia (but not in Mesopotamia or the Levant). See Piggott 1974 and 1983: 37, 39, 74–77, 193; Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 10; 

Crouwel 2012: 74 with n. 42 and pl. 151. 
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Quercus (probably acutissima, sawtooth oak) for the spokes, Sophora sp. (perhaps locust wood) for the 

axle blocks and nave. All these timbers could have been local (Pan 2014, reported in Sun 2014: 92–104).18  

The floor of the “drum chariot” is longer than it is wide (ca. 1.26 m by 0.98 m), with a flooring of 

interwoven leather strips which pass through holes in the sides and rear of the frame. The diagonal 

strips hold the frame together and stabilize it, as well as provide a resilient floor in an otherwise 

springless vehicle. On top lies a woven mat. The body is raised over the centrally placed axle, resting at 

the front and rear on the draft pole, which runs all the way under the body, supporting the floor frame 

at the front and back. Two further points of support are provided by axle blocks, equal in thickness to 

the diameter of the pole, placed between the axle and floor frame at either side. 

 

18 Robert Hurford has pointed out to us that mulberry, an easily worked timber, would have been readily available due to 

its widespread cultivation for silk production. 
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Figure 8. The “drum chariot”, pit of the Warring States period at Huai’an, Hubei 

Province (after Sun 2014: figs. pp. 40, 51). 
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Such an arrangement, including the axle blocks and the central draft pole running under the 

entire length of the floor, but with the axle located at the rear, was also standard on the extant chariots 

from Egypt. 

The three-meter-long draft pole, possibly formed from a naturally shaped piece of timber (a 

“grown bend”),19 describes an upward curve upon emerging from under the floor and then runs to the 

yoke at an oblique angle. Like earlier chariots, the two-horse yoke lashed to its forward end was fitted 

with yoke forks. 

The wheels (some 1.19 m in diameter) have twenty-eight spokes that can be described as 

“paddle-shaped.” Their inner ends, which resemble the blade of a paddle, are inserted by mortise-and-

tenon into the central part of the cylindrical nave. The outer ends of the spokes were similarly mortised 

into the wheel rim, which was heat-bent. There is no evidence on this and most other Chinese vehicles 

for a tire (the outer element protecting the running surface of the wheel rim and helping to consolidate 

the parts of the wheel). 

Contemporary with the Eastern Han dynasty (25–220 CE), the remains of iron tires were found 

in Tomb T1 at the Hsiungnu cemetery of Gol Mod (Mongolia) on a vehicle that was probably of local 

manufacture (André and Desroches 2002: 197 with fig. 15). Bronze tires were identified on a four-horse 

chariot of the Western Zhou dynasty (1046–771 BCE) equipped with about 400 bronze fittings, most of 

which are inlaid with turquoise – probably a ceremonial vehicle. Unearthed at Zhouyuan in 

northwestern Shaanxi in 2014 (Wang 2019), it was put on display in 2020 after painstaking restoration.20 

The superstructure of the “drum chariot” is unusual. At the front is a wooden dashboard with 

carved decoration. This board (ca. 0.45 m high) rises somewhat above the railwork at the sides (ca. 0.35 

m high), which consists of multiple vertical posts topped by a horizontal rail, with two small carved 

boards at the rear.21 

 

19 We are indebted to Robert Hurford for this information. 

20 https://archaeonewsnet.com/ancient-bronze-chariot-restored-in/. 

21 A later tomb painting from Bangtaizi Village, Liaoyang, from the late Eastern Han period (25–220 CE) or early Three 

Kingdoms period (220–280 CE) shows a two-wheeled vehicle with seated passengers and a drum on a pole, combined with 

a single draft horse between shafts (Sun 2001: 4-6.5; Brownrigg 2022: fig. 12.10). For other depictions, see Yates 2023: figs. 4–5. 
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T H E  T W O  B R O N Z E  M O D E L S  F R O M  T H E  B U R I A L  C O M P L E X  O F  T H E  F I R S T  E M P E R O R ,  Q I N  

S H I H U A N G  ( R U L E D  221 – 21 0  BCE)  

 

Figure 9a. Bronze chariot model, burial complex of Qin Shihuang, near Xi’an, Lintong 

District, Shaanxi Province (after Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: fig. 1.7.1) 

 

Figure 9b. The harnessing method of No. 1 Bronze chariot model (after Wu Hsiao-yun 

2013: fig. 1.7.2-3). 
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The models of a four-horse chariot and a covered carriage were found in 1980, one behind the other, in 

situ inside a large wooden chamber in a specially dug pit near the burial mound near Xi’an, Lintong 

District, Shaanxi Province. Crushed by the weight of the earth above, both bronze models have been 

painstakingly restored by experts over an eight-year period (Figures 9–10) (Qin Shihuang Bingmayong 

Bowuguan and Shaanxi Sheng Kaogu Yanjiusuo 1998; Qin Shihuang Bingmayong Bowuguan 1998; also 

a.o. von Dewall 1976: 78–181; Swart and Till 1984; Ledderose and Schlombs 1990: 33, 258–262 s.v. 

catalogue no. 58; Stephen 1992; Lu 1993: 832–833; Meng and Lin (eds.) 2001: 30–39; Sun 2001: 3–27; Liu 

2002: 88–95; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: figs.1.7, 4.29; Duan 2023: 39–40).22 

About half life-size and rendered in great detail, these two cast-bronze models of superb 

craftsmanship no doubt closely reflect original vehicles. All elements made of wood or other organic 

materials, such as leather bindings, straps and reins, are carefully imitated in bronze. Together, they 

provide most valuable information on the actual chariots and carriages excavated in China – their 

construction, and the ways in which their draft teams were harnessed and controlled. The models thus 

deserve extensive treatment here. 

The leading chariot (“Chariot no. 1” or “High chariot”) carries a driver standing on the right, with 

a large, fixed parasol in the center, leaving space for a passenger to the left (Figure 9). It is 2.25 m. long 

and 1.52 m. high. At the front is hip-high breastwork of a shape that may be described as a “stepped 

dashboard.” At the sides are somewhat lower, solid screens, folded outwards at the top to act as 

mudguards, while the rear is left open. A crossbow is fastened outside the front of the body and a quiver 

of arrows in a vertical position at the left front corner, while a shield is carried inside.  

The enclosed carriage (known as “Chariot no. 2” or “Comfortable chariot”) has a small platform 

at the front, ahead of the main vehicle body, supported on the central draft pole, with a driver in a 

kneeling position (Figure 10). The platform has a low curving dashboard that covers his knees, leaving 

an opening at the side on the left for access. Behind is a much wider, closed chamber, large enough for 

the occupant to sit or sleep. It has mudguards over the wheels, trellissed windows at the front and sides, 

 

22 We also drew on Joost Crouwel’s observations on replicas of the models when they were temporarily exhibited at the Art 

Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia, in 2011 (the covered carriage) and the National Gallery of Victoria in 

Melbourne in 2019 (both vehicle models), as well as images available online and Robert Hurford’s detailed photographs of 

both models (2016), which he has been kind enough to share with us. 
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which can still easily be opened and closed, and a door at the rear. The low, slightly oval, convex roof 

supported by eighteen pairs of bent ribs extends over the driver. The carriage with its team measures 

3.17 m. in length and 1.06 m. in height. 

The drivers of the two vehicles are both dressed in civilian clothes (robes) and wear a headcap. 

Each has a sword suspended at the waist. They were also equipped with a goad (a pointed rod for 

prodding the draft animals), kept in a socket on the right. 

 

Figure 10. Bronze carriage model, burial complex of emperor Qin Shihuang, near Xi’an, 

Lintong District, Shaanxi Province (after Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: fig. 4.29.1. 

Both vehicles have a rectangular floor frame made up of four timbers with additional lengthwise 

members. The flooring consists of transverse slats and interwoven material. The axle is placed 

approximately half-way down the length of the body. The multi-spoked wheels are held on by linch 

pins with lunate heads, passing through axle-caps. After more than 2,200 years, they still rotate freely. 

The ribbed outer sections of the asymmetrical naves are longer than the inner part. The thirty spokes, 

mortised into the nave and the single wheel rim, are “paddle-shaped,” like those of the drum chariot 

discussed above. 

The central draft pole runs directly under the floor all the way to the rear and describes a gentle 

upward curve where it runs out to the yoke area. On top of its forward end is lashed a straight two-horse 

yoke fitted with yoke forks, each clearly padded to protect the necks of the pole horses (the central pair) 

from chafing and held in place by a link of twisted rope or rawhide looped on to their upturned lower 
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ends and passing under the neck. On the yoke on either side are terrets through which the pole horses’ 

reins are passed, while in the center is a D-shaped loop facing forward, which may have served to 

facilitate the lashing of the yoke on to the pole.23 

Just behind the yoke are two large, flat rings, in the restoration without apparent function but 

possibly originally intended for thongs to fasten the yoke to the pole. Such rings, made of bronze and 

apparently associated with the lashings that bind the yoke to the pole, have also been found in situ in 

excavations of earlier chariots such as the Eastern Zhou/Warring States horse-and-chariot pit found at 

Zhongzhou, Luoyang, Henan (Liu 2002: ill. p. 44).24 In a reconstruction drawing of a Warring States 

chariot, Liu (2002: ill. p. 86) interprets the two rings as being used to attach yoke braces. 

Draft is by the yoke forks lying in front of the shoulders of the pole horses. Broad traces run back 

from the inner “legs” of the yoke forks to the pole just in front of the vehicle body. There they are 

fastened by a twisted rope loop around the pole and held in place by another rope leading back to the 

axle. 

A narrow strap passes under the belly behind the forelegs and is fastened to the yoke on either 

side. This acted as a braking and reversing element, transmitting the backward movement of the draft 

animals to the vehicle, at the same time preventing them from backing out from under the yoke. 

Fastened to it on the outside is a cross-shaped object (a “croisillon”) with four sharp points to discourage 

the outriggers from bumping up against them.25 Each horse has a narrow strap leading from a ring on 

 

23 Similar loops from excavations of the pre-Qin period are illustrated by Sun (2001, fig. 3-20) and Liu (2002, ills. pp. 31, 32 

(drawing showing position on yoke), 53 (yoke with yoke forks in situ), 59, 86 (reconstruction drawing), 101 in situ, 109, 112 in 

situ). Their position corresponds with the large central terret ring found on Celtic chariots in Britain (a.o. MacGregor 1962; 

Brewster 1971: 290, 291; Stead 2014: 40, 47, fig. 42, pl. 40). In both cases, their function remains to be explained. 

24 The burial pit also provided evidence of other items similar to those on bronze chariot model no. 1, including beaded 

neckstraps on the outriggers of the four-horse team, a parasol, crossbow holder, latticed floor, but no terrets or central loop 

on the straight yoke. Other pre-Qin rings by the junction of pole and yoke are illustrated by Liu (2002: ills. pp. 22) (one ring 

in situ], 36 in situ, 38 above in situ, 50 above, 53 below right (same site, two double rings in situ), 59 (drawing of one ring), 

101 (one ring in situ), 102 (reconstruction drawing with one ring), 109 (drawing of one ring), 112 (one ring in situ, same find 

as p. 101), 125 (comparing Qin, Western Zhou and Shang finds). Although their function is not properly understood, it is clear 

that these rings were an important element in this position. 

25 Interestingly, a similar arrangement is found with four-horse racing chariots in sixth century BCE Greece (Moore 1986: 
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the inside of the yoke fork, between his hind legs and to the end of his bound-up tail, presumably to 

ensure that the rein does not get caught under it.26 

The two outriggers (outside horses) are harnessed differently. Each has a light neckstrap in the 

form of a loop around his neck and shoulders, to which is joined a single long trace running back to the 

floor frame of the vehicle, where it passes through a ring and is fastened towards the rear to the 

lengthwise timbers.27 It is held in place by a surcingle, decorated with studs, encircling the horse’s body. 

Short straps hanging from the neckstrap carry rings which support the rein on either side. 

A beaded strap runs from a broad studded band around the throat to the top of the yoke fork 

on the adjacent pole horse, where it is looped around the “handle” of the yoke fork to prevent the 

outrigger from swerving outwards. Hanging loosely around the neck is another beaded strap. Like the 

pole horses, the outriggers wear long, narrow straps passing under the belly and holding their tails down. 

The outside horses, each harnessed only by a light neckstrap and a single trace, would not have 

contributed as much to the pulling power as the central pair under the yoke with the long “legs” of the 

yoke forks lying against their shoulders like a modern horse collar. However, they would have added 

greatly to the impressiveness of the equipage. 

All four horses are controlled by a bridle decorated in gold and silver, composed of a headstall, 

a jointed metal bit supported by bifurcated cheekstraps, a browband, throatlash, half-noseband, and a 

frontlet strap down the front of the face with an ornamental facepiece. On the other strap, junctions 

are dome-shaped strap dividers (Liu 2002: figs on pp. 120–121. As reconstructed, on either side a short 

strap holds a ring through which the reins are passed to support them. Each horse wears a tassel hanging 

from the throatlash.28 The right-hand outrigger has a high plume in a holder on his head. 

The bits of the pole horses are simple, consisting of a jointed mouthpiece and curved 

 

109 with n. 124; Crouwel 1992: 45). 

26 Liu Yonghua (2002) suggests that a horse will naturally raise his tail when galloping, and if it is held down, he may be 

conditioned to slow down and remain under better control. 

27 The outriggers of Greek racing chariots were also harnessed by a single trace, as exemplified by the bronze model from 

Olympia of the fifth century BCE (Crouwel 1992: pl. 4) 

28 In some earlier reconstructions, this tassel is shown on the neckstraps of the chariot horses (“Chariot no. 1”) instead of 

under the throat (Sun 2001: fig. 1-1. Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: fig. 1.7). 
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cheekpieces supported by divided cheekstraps. The bitting of the outriggers is more severe, probably 

because they needed more control. They have two mouthpieces, one made of several studded links, the 

other consisting of a long, straight canon, also with studs, thickened at its center and projecting to the 

outside. In addition, they have large circular cheekpieces with a central opening through which both 

mouthpieces pass (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Bridle and bits of the left outrigger of the team (after Liu Yonghua p. 120 

bottom left). 

Altogether, there are eight reins, two to each animal. Rounded and beaded at the front and 

attached to the bit by a large loop, they are threaded through rings on a strap at each side of the bridle, 

becoming flat part way along their length. The reins of the pole horses pass through the four terrets set 

on the yoke. The outer reins of the outriggers run through a ring at the end of a short strap hanging from 

the neckstrap. As reconstructed, their inner reins lead directly to the driver’s hands, whilst the inner 

reins of the yoke horses are fastened to the front of the vehicle. Thus the driver holds in each hand the 

outer rein of one pole horse and both reins of the outrigger, divided between his fingers (Wu Hsiao-yun 

2013: fig. 1.7). 

All the horses are geldings, as are the terracotta chariot horses in pits 1 and 2 (Yuan and Flad 

2003: 114–115, figs. 6.1, 6.2), and they appear to be rather small and sturdy. They have short, standing 

manes with a raised tuft and a short length left untrimmed under the yoke saddle to protect the neck 

from rubbing.29 

 

29 A recent zooarchaeological study of 24 horses found in an accessory pit in the burial complex of Emperor Qin Shihuang 
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The two bronze models with their draft teams and drivers were brightly painted, white being 

the basic color. Both vehicles, and particularly the covered carriage, are highly decorated in different 

colors. This and the gold and silver used on the axle-caps, harness and bridles of the horses, attest to the 

high status of the original vehicles, as do the horses’ crenellated manes and the accessories such as the 

leaf-shaped pendants hanging from the linch pins, the decorated domed strap crossings on the bridles, 

the frontlets on the horses’ foreheads, the tassels suspended under their throats and the head plume on 

the right-hand outriggers. 

The equipages are rendered as if at a standstill, with the chariot leading the carriage. Both were 

supported by a sturdy arched stand, its top fitting the rear floor bar. The real chariot might have been 

used by the emperor himself, standing to the left of his driver and protected from the sun by the 

parasol.30 The original covered carriage may have been for use by the emperor or members of his family, 

offering them privacy while seated or reclining inside.31 

These two bronze models demonstrate that, in China, traditional traction by a two-horse yoke 

fitted with yoke forks and attached to a central pole was still in use with horse-drawn chariots and carts 

in the later third century BCE. Further evidence for this is provided by the actual but incompletely 

preserved chariots, with their teams of four terracotta horses belonging to the terracotta armies found 

 

has shown that these were adult males with an average height of 144 cm (14 hands) at the withers, with references to earlier 

horses from other sites where the average height was below 140 cm (13.2 hands) (Li et al. 2022). Another earlier site is Shijia, 

Gansu Province, where eight horses were found with chariots in a burial pit dating to around the mid sixth century BCE. The 

horses were all males, between 9 and 12 years old (Zhang et al. 2023). 

30 The combination of a vehicle with a parasol, which provided shade as well as indicating the high status of the passengers, 

has a long history in China, from the chariot burials of the Western Zhou period onwards but became more prevalent around 

the late sixth to early fifth century BCE and then increasingly popular in the Qin and Han dynasties. Parasols were not 

necessarily fixed permanently to the chariot; they could be removed or handheld 

(https://www.asianart.com/exhibitions/shandong/16.html). See Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 87, 89, n. 16, 107 with fig. 4.21.2 – an 

example from the tomb of the Warring States period. cf. also Zhao 2018: 52-54, 2019: 169, 178, figs. 1, 30, 31, and Wu Xiaolong 

2013 and Wu and Linduff 2023 – horse- and ox-drawn vehicles of the third century BCE from a cemetery at Majiayuang, 

Gansu Province. The combination is also known from other ancient cultures (Crouwel 2012: 86-87). 

31 It may be noted that after his death the corpse of the first emperor was secretly transported to its final resting place in a 

covered vehicle (Yates 2006: 40-41; Every Treasure Tells a Story, a 2020 video). 

https://www.asianart.com/exhibitions/shandong/16.html
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in pits 1 and 2 of the same burial complex of Qin Shihuang (Qin Shihuang Bingmayong Bowuguan and 

Shaanxi Sheng Kaogu Yanjiusuo, 1998: 208-243; Ledderose and Schlombs 1990: 288-292 s.v. catalogue no. 

74; Yates 2007: 40). These chariots are less ornate but made according to the traditional pattern. They 

have a rectangular floor frame (1.4 m × 1.1 m) with a flooring of leather mesh above a number of 

lengthwise timbers and transverse bamboo slats. The front and sides (at least 0.30 m high) are made of 

painted wood, leaving an entrance at the rear. In addition, there is a separate railing at the front, rising 

above the breastwork. The axle (2.50 m long) provides for a wide wheel track and has bronze linch pins 

to keep the wheels in place. 1.36 m in diameter, these have thirty spokes, which were mortised into a 

nave ca. 0.50 m long and into the wheel rim. An important detail is that the rim is in ten segments, each 

accommodating three spokes. The pole (3.7 m long) carries a two-horse yoke with two yoke forks with 

upturned lower ends and bone finials. Four bone terrets are set along the yoke for the reins.32 The 

outriggers are kept apart from the pole horses with the help of “croisillons” also made of bone. The 

horses wear simple bits with a linked mouthpiece of bronze and wooden cheekpieces. 

It should be noted that, compared to the large numbers of infantry and horsemen, the chariots 

in the terracotta army formations are few in number. They probably functioned as raised mobile 

command posts rather than taking part in actual battle.33 

S I N G L E  D R A F T  W I T H  S H A F T S  

A new draft and harnessing system, in which a single animal – a horse or an ox – was harnessed between 

a pair of wooden shafts, appeared during the Han dynasties (206 BCE – 220 CE). (Lefebvre des Noëttes 

1931: 107–110; Needham and Lu 1960; Needham 1965: 308–328; von Dewall 1976: 171–172, 181–186; 1989; 

Piggott 1992: 67–68, 127–130, 137; Wang 1997; Sun 2001: 58–70; Liu 2002: 97–118; Brownrigg and Crouwel 

 

32 Bone yoke fittings were also found in a burial with a chariot and four horses dating to the late Warring States period at 

Pingliang Miaozhuang, Gansu Province (Liu 2002: 88). 

33 For the army formations, see a.o. Ledderose and Schlombs 1990: 80–87 (Chun-mei Tschiersch); Yuan 1990 and 2002; Yates 

2007. 
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2017; Brownrigg 2022: 251, 259–261; Brownrigg, Crouwel and Linduff 2023). Claims of earlier evidence, 

dating to the Warring States period, are unsubstantiated archaeologically.34 

The earliest surviving representations date from the Western Han period (206 BCE – 24 CE) on 

a lacquer box from Shazitang, Changsha District, Hunan Province (Needham and Lu 1960: 134, fig. 9; 

Needham 1965: pl. CCVIII, fig. 546; Shang 1957: nos. 28, 30; Hunan Sheng Bowuguan 1957; Hunan Sheng 

Bowuguan 1963: 2 (24); Zhang Feilong 2009: 22, fig. 20; Brownrigg, Crouwel and Linduff 2023: 6, fig. 4) 

(Figure 12) and in the form of model vehicles made from wood, bronze or terracotta excavated from 

tombs (Figures 13–18). 

 

Figure 12. Detail of a painted lacquer vessel, Western Han tomb, Shazitang, Changsha 

District, Hunan Province (adapted from Hunan Sheng Bowuguan 1957). 

At the time of the Western Han, actual vehicles with a central draft pole, a yoke and yoke forks 

were also still used and buried (a.o. Wu 1998: 27–28 and figs. 8a–c; Liu 2002: 100, 102 and Wu 1998: fig. 

8a, showing a burial at Dabaotai near Beijing). However, the trend of substituting imitation vehicles for 

the burial of real objects in a tomb, which had emerged at the beginning of the Qin dynasty, had largely 

supplanted the custom of burial with actual chariots by the late Western Han period. 

 

34 Later examples are reported by Liu (1993: 833), referring to terracotta models of a bovid and two wheels from tomb M103 

at Baqitun in Fengziang, Shaanxi Province (cf. von Dewall 1989: 657, Liu 2002, 92 below), and to one of the actual vehicles 

from Ma’anzhong, Huaiyang District, Henan Province (cf. von Dewall 1986: n. 8,). Liu also describes a wooden model vehicle 

from Qin tomb No. 30, Zhoujiatai, Jingzhou, Hubei Province (ill. p. 93 below), dated to 209 BCE, as having shafts, probably 

on the basis that only one (damaged) horse was found. However, see Postscript. 
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A wooden miniature carriage from a large tomb in Weishan, Jinan District, Shandong Province, 

reconstructed with a horse between shafts and a parasol, is considered by scholars to be Western Han, 

though not as early as the Shazitang box.35 In 1951, four badly damaged model vehicles made of wood 

were found in a late Western Han tomb in Wujialing, Changsha District, Hunan Province: three were 

restored with straight shafts (Needham 1965: figs. 384, 386; Liu 2002: ill. p. 104), but it is unclear if there 

is sufficient evidence for single draft or whether they were reconstructed at that time on the basis of 

other Han finds. One has dished wheels36 – a feature not documented in Europe until the Middle Ages 

(Lu et al. 1959: (1) and (2); Needham 1965: 77–79; Schovsbo 1999). 

A pit with grave goods at Shanwang, Linzi District, Zibo City, Shandong Province, may perhaps 

have belonged to the burial site of Liu Hong, Prince Huai of Qi (123–110 BCE), second son of the 

influential Western Han Emperor Wu (156–87 BCE). Among the numerous small ceramic objects are 

foot soldiers, men on horseback and four-horse chariots – a veritable miniature army – all carefully 

arranged alongside model farm buildings and workers. Most of the vehicles are equipped with a central 

draft pole, a two-horse yoke with two yoke forks and a team of four horses, but in a corner of the 

courtyard is an almost intact two-wheeled vehicle with shafts, complete with its driver, drawn by a 

single horse, as well as a four-horse carriage with a parasol, suggesting that these were for domestic – 

not military – use (Wenwu 6 2016: 4–29; Wenwu 4(4) 2017: 65–77). 37  Oxen in the farmyard, each 

equipped with a single yoke, are also harnessed to carts with shafts.38 

By the time of the Eastern Han dynasty (25–220 CE), the practice of burying actual vehicles had 

mostly come to an end in China.39 However, wooden, bronze and terracotta model carriages continued 

 

35 For a reconstruction, see second image: 

https://www.360kuai.com/pc/9fe6d71ce58a92467?cota=3&kuai_so=1&sign=360_7bc3b157. 

36 The spokes are set into the hub at an angle, giving a profile like that of a shallow dish or saucer. This design gives strength 

to the wheel, enabling it to withstand lateral pressures such as those created when the vehicle moves from side to side as 

the draft animal swings its shoulders. 

37 See also: https://www.livescience.com/64071-mini-terracotta-army-discovered-china.html. 

38 The finds are now exhibited in the Qi Heritage Museum, Linzi (www-qiheritagemuseum-com). 

39  An exception is the two-wheeled vehicle found in an Eastern Han tomb at Shuangrushan Hill, Cangqing District, 

Shandong Province, which has been reconstructed with shafts and a parasol: Cui 1997: 16–26, fig. 10; Art China Archaeology 

https://www.360kuai.com/pc/9fe6d71ce58a92467?cota=3&kuai_so=1&sign=360_7bc3b157
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to be deposited in tombs (Figures 13–18). One, measuring 97 cm high and 80 cm long, made of wood 

with bronze fittings, from tomb M48, Mozuizi, Wuwei District, Gansu Province, preserved with a horse 

between the shafts, has a parasol and dished wheels (Gansu Sheng Bowuguan 1972: 13, 16, pl. 1; von 

Dewall 1986: 181, ill. p. 182; von Dewall 1989: 653, fig.10; Li 2002: 104, ills. p. 105; Watt et al. 2004: 176). The 

small driver is kneeling on the floor: as in the earlier chariots, there is no seat or footwell (Figure 13). A 

model of a single ox pulling a cart with straight shafts was also found in the same tomb 

(www.kgzg.cn/a/385.html). 

   

Figure 13. Carriage model of bronze and wood, Western Han tomb M48, Mozuizi, 

Wuwei District, Gansu Province (after Liu 2002: ills. p. 105). 

Alongside mounted guards and musicians, the procession of bronze models unearthed from the 

Eastern Han tomb in Litei, Wuwei, Gansu Province, includes a variety of vehicles up to 58 cm high, 

accompanied by their grooms: elegant carriages with a parasol, another carrying an axe (presumably a 

symbol of military authority) and carts drawn by both horses and oxen (von Dewall 1986: 182–185, ills., 

pp. 183–186; Liu 2002: 107, ills. pp. 107–108; Watt et al. 2004: 105; http://www.kgzg.cn/a/389.html) 

(Figures 16–18). 

 

and Digest 2(1) (Jan.-March, 1997): 65–66. Other vehicles with a pole and yoke were found in the same tomb complex: Cui 

1997: 1–9, 26, with 4 pls., 10–15; see also https://www.asianart.com/exhibitions/shandong/16.html. At Jiulongshan in Qufu 

County, the four royal tombs contained some twelve life-size chariots and the remains of fifty horses as well as several 

miniature chariots (Gansu Sheng Bowuguan 1972: 39–54; and after p. 64, back cover, figs. 1–6). Cf. Polosmak et al. 2008: 68. 

http://www.kgzg.cn/a/385.html
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The Han models representing horse-drawn vehicles vary in size. Some are very large, recalling 

the two bronze vehicles from the burial complex of Qin Shihuang (Figures 9–10). The terracotta model 

of a traveling carriage or goods cart from Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sechuan, attributed to the Western Han 

dynasty, is 174 cm long with a draft horse 98 cm high between the curved shafts (Jiben jianshe 

gongcheng zhong chutu wen wu zhanlan tu lu 1956: fig. 225; von Dewall 1989: fig. 5). Like the actual finds 

from Jiuliandun and Ma’anzhong from the Warring States period (see above), it has an arched tilt, as 

has the bronze model from tomb M8, Xingyi, Guizhou Province, 112 cm long, drawn by a horse 88 cm 

high (von Dewall 1986: 185; von Dewall 1989: 652, fig. 6; Liu 2002: 106, ill. p. 106 below) (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14. Bronze cart model, Western Han tomb M8, Xingyi, Guizhou Province (after 

Liu 2002: ill. p. 106, below). 

An Eastern Han bronze model from tomb M2 Lanjiapo (Sichuan Province) measures 204 cm 

long, 131 cm wide and 115 cm high, as found (Figure 15). The wheels have a diameter of 78 cm. The young 

driver is kneeling. The head of the draft horse is missing (Sichuan Zheng Kaogusuo Yanjiusuo 2019: figs. 

13–22, 23 in color; Brownrigg, Crouwel and Linduff 2023: 11, fig. 5). 
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Figure 15. Bronze carriage model, Eastern Han tomb M2, Lanjiapo, Yanjiang District, 

Ziyang, Sichuan Province (after Sichuan Zheng Kaogusuo Yanjiusuo 2019: figs. 14:1–2). 

 

Figure 16. Bronze carriage model, Eastern Han tomb, Leitai, Gansu Province (after Liu 

2002: ill. p. 107 below, left). 
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Figure 17. Axe carriage. Bronze model, Eastern Han tomb, Leitai, Gansu Province (after 

Liu 2002: ill. p. 107 below, right). 

The tombs also functioned as shrines, the brick or stone walls of which were often painted, 

stamped or carved with designs involving vehicles (Figures 19–20, 23–25) (a.o. Rudolph and Yu 1951: nos. 

82, 84, 88–90; Lim 1987: passim; Wu 1994: 93–104; 1995: figs. 4.8, 4.18, 4.48–4.49, 4.51; Wu 1998; Sun 2001: 

58–70, 91–96; Liu 2002: ills. pp. 118, 127 below, 128; Finsterbusch 1971: s.v. Wagen). 

The evidence from the Eastern Han period strongly suggests that pole-and-yoke traction had 

virtually disappeared in China, as had the military and ceremonial chariot. From this time onwards the 

vehicles were almost exclusively two-wheeled carriages and carts, their wheels traditionally being 

multi-spoked. They carried passengers or goods and were used for various civil purposes. Several types 

of vehicles with shafts can be identified, chiefly on the basis of differences in their size and 
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superstructure. The types and their use are sometimes named in the inscriptions that may accompany 

the pictures on tomb walls (Zhao 1979; Xin 1999: 47–63; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 114, n. 137 with further 

references).  

 a. 

 b 

Figure 18 a-b. Bronze cart model, Eastern Han tomb, Leitai, Gansu Province (after Liu 

2002: ill. p. 108). 
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Type 1 

Type 1 (Figures 13, 15, 16, 19) is an open carriage, with room for a driver and passenger kneeling side by 

side, with the driver on the right. Often there is a fixed parasol in the center. This feature and the 

“stepped dashboard” at the front recall the large bronze chariot model with a standing driver (“Chariot 

no. 1”) from the burial complex of Emperor Qin Shihuang. The sides are somewhat higher than the front 

and have a slanting or horizontal top edge, leaving the rear open.  

Type 2 

Type 2 (Figure 20, third and fourth from left) is similar but has a canopy raised on four posts over the 

two occupants. 

 

Figure 19. Detail of stone relief, Eastern Han, Yinan, Shandong Province (after Sun 2001, 

fig. 4-6.2). 

 

Figure 20. Stone relief, Eastern Han tomb, Cangshang, Shandong Province (after Wu 

1994: fig. 4.52 - detail). 
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Remains of a vehicle with two multi-spoked wheels, a pair of shafts, a (presumed) seat – 

destroyed by the robbers’ hole – and a canopy raised on four supports have been found in the richly 

fitted burial mound 7 of the first century CE in the Tsaraam valley in the Trans-Baikal area of the Russian 

Federation (Figure 21). The vehicle has been described as Chinese and as a gift from the Han court to 

one of the rulers of the Xiongnu. (See a.o. Miniaev and Zhakarovskaia 2006: 49–50; 2007: 46–50, figs. 5–

8; Miniaev 2009: 51, figs. 4–6; Brownrigg, Crouwel and Linduff 2023: 8 with n. 13, fig. 8). For other actual 

Chinese (?) two-wheeled vehicles (without clear evidence for shafts) found in elite burials in Mongolia, 

see Miller (2012: 29, 34–38, with further references). 

 

Figure 21. Remains of carriage from burial mound no. 7 Tsaraam Valley, Trans-Baikal 

area (Russian Federation). (After Minaev and Sakharovskaia 2007: fig. 6). 
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Type 3 

Type 3 (Figure 20 – extreme left) is strongly reminiscent of the covered carriage represented by one of 

the large bronze models from the burial complex of Qin Shihuang (“Chariot no. 2”) (Figure 10). It has a 

similar small platform at the front for the seated or kneeling driver and a roofed chamber with windows 

behind; the head of a passenger may be shown in a side window. 

These three types of carriage are all horse-drawn and share the traditional wide rectangular 

floor shape of earlier chariots (the models showing it with a woven or solid flooring), the central axle 

and multi-spoked wheels. What is different is the draft and harness system, involving a single horse 

between a pair of wooden shafts. These can be seen running to the rear of the floor, in between its side 

beams and central lengthwise timber. At the forward end, the shafts bend sharply upward in an elegant 

double curve. Their tips are joined by a straight bar, which is supported by a traditional yoke fork lying 

high on the horse’s neck, the lower ends of which are joined to the shafts by a short brace. Traction is 

by a breastband, supported as in modern harnessing by a narrow strap over the horse’s neck, and 

attached by short traces to the midpoint of the shafts where these begin to curve upwards, giving a 

straight line of draft. A strap from the crossbar on either side, passing under the horse’s belly, would 

prevent the shafts from lifting if the vehicle became unbalanced. Breeching – a broad strap around the 

hindquarters, attached to the shafts and supported by lighter loinstraps – facilitated reversing or 

holding back the load.40 

Practical experiments by Jean Spruytte have demonstrated the viability of the new draft and 

harness system in China, which may be called breast traction (Figure 22) (Spruytte 1983: 61, 73, pl. 15: 1–

3; Brownrigg 2023: 262–263.41  

 

40 Breeching hanging from the shafts of an unharnessed vehicle is shown on a stone relief from an Eastern Han tomb at the 

Shrine of Wu Liang in Shandong Province (Lefebvre des Noëttes 1931, fig. 122; Needham 1965, 309, fig. 543, with his note b 

referring to another representation from this tomb, showing the breeching hanging on a stand). 

41 Spruytte’s photographs show him not seated but standing in a two-wheeled vehicle with upward-curving shafts but 

otherwise of entirely non-Chinese type. 
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Figure 22. Experiment with harnessing of Han period, Jean Spruytte (after Spruytte 

1983: p1. 15:3). 

The single horse was controlled by a bitted bridle, sometimes with the help of a stick or goad. 

The open or closed carriages of types 1–3, which are shown sometimes at a standstill but more often 

moving at speed, were surely a means of transport for high-status individuals, as well as a symbol of 

their social standing. Figured as well as textual documents indicate that there could be more than one 

draft horse, depending on the importance of the occupants: the more horses employed, the higher the 

status, with members of the imperial family allowed to drive three and wealthy landowners only one 

(Lim 1987: 116; cf. Jie 2015: 438–439 with further references).42 

The find from Tsaraam (Figure 21) helps to throw light on the harnessing of multiple horses 

abreast.43 The crossbar (referred to by the excavators as “the front yoke pole”) was long enough to 

accommodate three animals side by side and would have rested on the three yoke forks, the remains of 

which were discovered in a fragmentary state. The traces of the central horse would be attached to the 

shafts, as in single draft, while long traces from the breaststraps of the two outside horses must have led 

 

42 It was reported that ... “in carriage, the Son of Heaven drove six horses; kings drove four; great gentlemen [dafu 大夫] 

drove three; gentlemen [shi 士] drove two; and commoners drove one” (Jie 2015: 438, n. 17). 

43 See a.o. Lim 1987: 188, 192; Wu 1998: fig. 9; Liu 2002: ill. p. 128, top right; Jie 2015: 428–439, figs. 2, 3. 
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back to the 3 m long “rear yoke pole,” which lay transversely across the shafts. Seven cm. in diameter, 

the ends had bronze caps and 3–4 cm from them were two arc-shaped iron fastenings, which would 

have held the traces in place. Any additional horses would have been outriggers, presumably harnessed 

by a single trace. They would have contributed little pulling power but added to the prestige of the 

turnout. 

 

Figure 23. Stamped brick, Eastern Han tomb, Guanghan County, Sichuan Province 

(after Lim (ed.) 1987: colour pl. 15). 

Type 4 

Type 4 (Figures 18, 23 – below, right) is a cart with a long rectangular floor and solid, flat-topped sides 

and rear. There may be a top rail at the back. Access can be by the front, which is then left open. A 

kneeling driver may sometimes be seen. 

Type 5 

Type 5 (Figures 14, 24, 25 – above, left) is basically similar but is fitted with an arched tilt. 
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Figure 24. Detail of an Eastern Han stone relief, Xiaotangshan shrine, Feicheng, Tai’an 

City, Shandong Province (after Sun 2001: fig. 4-6.3). 

 

Figure 25. Detail of stone relief, Eastern Han tomb, Zengjiabao near Chendu, Sichuan 

Province (after Lim (ed.) 1987: ill. p. 97). 

Vehicle types 4 and 5 have the traditional central axle and multi-spoked wheels, but a longer 

floor plan (von Dewall 1986: 184) (Figure 18). They are drawn by a horse or an ox between shafts, which, 

on the models, are fastened to the front ends of the side beams of the floor (Figures 14, 18). In the case 

of ox-draft, the shafts run horizontally or at a slight upward slant and are combined with a neck yoke 

shaped to suit the animal’s anatomy (von Dewall 1965: ill. p. 186). With horse draft the shafts are straight 

or mildly curved, in marked contrast to those of carriage types 1–3, with their sharply upward-curving 

forward ends. They are of natural wood, showing decorative nubs from branches that have been 
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trimmed off, indicating that they may well be made from timber deliberately grown with the required 

bend (Needham 1965: fig. 493; Wu 1998: figs. 3a, 4; Sun 2001: fig. 4–6.3) (Figures 18, 24).44 

Traction is again by a breaststrap (see Needham 1965: fig. 493; Rudolph and Yu 1951: nos. 83–84, 

cf. no. 90, showing ox draft; Wu 1998: fig. 3a, 4, 5, 6), but the harnessing is different: while there is a yoke 

fork on the neck, the cross-bar seems to have been complemented or replaced by a bow supporting the 

shafts (Sun 2001: figs. 4–6.3 and 4–6.4) (Figure 24). Cart type 4 appears to have been for the transport of 

goods rather than people. Covered type 5 may have carried both goods and passengers. The models 

from Xingyi (Figure 14) and Yangzishan, however, have smooth shafts with a double curve like carriage 

types 1–3, which might indicate that they are early or that they were intended for personal transport 

rather than for goods. 

The pictorial imagery on the walls of the Eastern Han tombs includes several scenes involving 

not one but two or three types of carriages, all carrying people engaged in various journeys (Figures 20, 

23). Of special note is the discovery of no fewer than fourteen bronze models of horse-drawn vehicles, 

together with armed men on horseback, musicians and other attendants on foot, including the famous 

“flying horse of Gansu,” in a rich tomb of Eastern Han date at Leitai in Wuwei County, Gansu Province 

(Gansu Sheng Bowuguan 1972(2): 16–24; von Dewall 1976: ills. pp. 183–186; Liu 2002: ills. pp. 107–108; 

Watt 2004: 105–106, 228–229 and catalogue no. 2; De Caro and Scarpati 2010: 228–229). Most of the 

vehicle models represent the open horse-drawn carriages of type 1, with and without a fixed parasol 

(Figure 16). One such carriage has instead an axe in an upright position, probably as a sign of the rank 

of the man in whose honor the procession is held45 (Figures 17, cf. Figure 20 – second from left). Two of 

the cart models, drawn by a horse and an ox respectively, are of the open, more workaday type 4 (Figure 

18). 

Of particular interest is the rural scene on a stamped brick of an Eastern Han tomb in Guanghan 

County, Sichuan Province (Figure 23) (Lim 1987: color pl. 15, pl. 26 and rubbing ill. p. 113 above). The 

scene includes two stationary vehicles, one of them empty and with its horse harnessed between 

sharply curved shafts in the manner of type 1 carriages. This probably belongs to a tax collector who is 

 

44 We are indebted to Robert Hurford for this suggestion. 

45 See von Dewall 1986: 184; Yates 2023: fig. 8. 
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shown seated in front of a building. The other, a cart of type 4, is unharnessed, the draft horse tethered 

to a post, thereby allowing a clear view of its different, straight shafts. Two smaller and less well-dressed 

men, one of them beside the cart and the other in front of it, must be farmers. Both are busy with 

containers, probably containing measures of grain for the tax collector who is holding the bamboo 

tallies that record the amount owed. 

The use of carts in daily life is also well illustrated on a stone relief of Eastern Han tomb M2 at 

Zengjiabao near Chengdu in the same province (Figure 25) (Lim 1987: ills. pp. 95, 97). The central of the 

three registers into which the relief is divided depicts various daily-life activities and includes two carts. 

One is a covered vehicle of type 5, its draft horse unharnessed and tethered to a hitching post decorated 

with a carved monkey. The other, an ox-drawn open cart of type 4, is probably bringing up grain (rice, 

millet or sorghum) for making wine, which is stored in several large jars. 

Unlike Europe, where Roman ox-carts are often depicted with tripartite disc wheels, both carts 

and carriages in China had large, multi-spoked wheels. On a moulded brick found at Hongshan, Jiaxiang 

County, Shandong Province, a wheelwright is shown repairing a broken wheel by replacing the 

damaged rim (Figure 26).46 He is assisted by a woman carrying a child on her back. She stands behind 

him holding a segment ready for him to put in place. Other segments, bent ready for use, are shown 

hanging on the wall and on the ground beside him (Needham 1965: fig. 388; Barbieri-Low 2007/2021: 92, 

fig. 3.15). 

 

Figure 26. A wheelwright repairs a broken wheel. Rubbing from a moulded brick from 

Hongshan Village, Jiaxiang County, Shandong Province, Eastern Han (after Needham 

1965, fig. 388 - detail). 

 

46 We are indebted to Robert Hurford for this interpretation of the scene. 
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C O N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S  

It is remarkable that no significant structural development of chariots can be observed in China from 

their first appearance in the later second millennium BCE down to the Western Han period (202 BCE – 

9 CE). The vehicles were built to a traditional pattern, with a central axle and two large, multi-spoked 

wheels, often with a certain degree of uniformity based on a system of modular production (Ledderose 

2000). The only variation on a large number of similarly standardized chariots found at Majiayuan, 

Gansu, for instance, was to be found in their decoration, in painted designs in lacquer or application of 

golden attachments (Wu Xiaolong 2013). A system of regulated production can also be seen, for instance, 

in the bronze weaponry found in the pits with terracotta warriors belonging to the complex of the First 

Emperor Qin Shihuang (Li et al. 2014). In all, traction was by paired horses at either side of a central 

draft pole. 

Interestingly, a chapter of the Rites of the Zhou (Zhouli 周禮 ), “The Artisan’s Record” 

(Kaogongji 考工記 ), the composition, editing and compilation of which supposedly took place 

between the fourth and first centuries BCE and edited between the Western Han and Tang dynasties, 

recorded a framework in which technologies could be classified.47 This was based on the materials and 

techniques that workers used: wood, metal, leather, clay, coloring, scraping and polishing. High value 

was placed on certain sophisticated industries, including chariot making, which were thereby thought 

to have been produced by sages because they encompassed (and achieved) beauty and art. As with 

other forms designated as “art,” a canon of design and execution had to be met and could be measured, 

thus leading to regularization of form and design. 

During the Western Han dynasty, the military role of chariots came to an end. By the time of 

Emperor Wu (156–87 BCE), well-trained and numerous mounted troops could defeat the strong cavalry 

of the tribal confederation of nomadic peoples from the Eurasian steppe, known as the Xiongnu, with 

whom the Chinese had often been in conflict (An 2005; Yates 2002, 2007). 

Chariots were gradually replaced by two-wheeled carriages intended for personal transport in 

civilian life, in which the occupants sat or reclined. The vehicles still had the traditional central axle 

and two multi-spoked wheels, but they were drawn by a single horse between shafts, sometimes 

 

47 Guan and Herrmann 2020: 21. 
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accompanied by one or more additional animals. Alongside more workaday carts, these elegant 

equipages, with their many different designs, were surely not only a means of transport for high-status 

individuals, but also symbols of their social standing (see Yates 2023). 

Over the centuries, horses had been imported from Central Asia and Mongolia (a.o. Linduff 

2003; Rawson et al. 2021). Expensive luxury items, they had never been bred successfully in the Central 

Plains of China, perhaps due to lack of various minerals – particularly selenium – in the pasture 

(Whitfield 2021; Rawson et al. 2021).48 Emperor Wu sent two expeditions far to the west in search of 

bigger, better mounts for military use. Indeed, it may have been the descendants of these strong, tall, 

so-called “heavenly horses” from Central Asia, with their characteristic ambling gait, that facilitated the 

transition from paired draft to the use of a single horse between shafts (Linduff 2019; Liu 2020: 191–192; 

Li et al. 2022; Yates 2023: 224). 

After the end of the Han period the extensive ancient Chinese road infrastructure began to 

deteriorate. Roofed passenger vehicles drawn by a robust ox harnessed between shafts with a single 

yoke replaced horse-drawn carriages as the preferred mode of travel for the elite. The stately covered 

oxcart became an emblem of the leisured literati culture of the south (Needham 1965: fig. 563; Sun 2001: 

figs. 21-15 – 21-17; Liu 2002: 145–157; Watt et al. 2004: 209, cat. no. 115; Brownrigg 2022: 261; Yates 2023: 

226), while (Bactrian) camel carts were used in the northerly desert regions (Needham 1965: fig. 569; 

Sun 2001: fig. 21–25; Liu 2002: ills. pp. 158–159; Wu Hsiao-yun 2013: 37, fig. 2.7). The vehicles used for 

passenger transport in the Wei (386 to 535 CE) and subsequent dynasties would be better described as 

simple carts in which the passengers sat or reclined as they traveled slowly over what were often 

unmade roads and tracks in difficult terrain. 

The innovative method of harnessing a single animal between shafts introduced under the 

Western Han dynasty remained a permanent feature of Chinese vehicular transport. It is still the 

method used throughout China today for farm implements as well as wheeled vehicles, which may have 

additional draft animals harnessed alongside or in tandem by means of long traces. European travelers 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries described and illustrated the springless country carts 

 

48 For a similar problem when breeding horses in India, see: https://thegrailquest.wordpress.com/2020/06/06/horses-in-

medieval-india-imports-and-local-breeding/. 
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(a.o. Griffin 1873) (Figure 27), which resembled the covered baggage vehicles of earlier periods and are 

reminiscent of the “comfortable carriage” (“Chariot no. 2”) of Emperor Qin Shihuang. 

 

Figure 27. The Mandarin Ching’s mule-drawn cart. (After Griffin 1873: 264). 

The use of swift and impressive equipages by the nobility and high-ranking civil servants went 

out of fashion at the end of the Han dynasty. It was not until the formation of European settlements in 

the nineteenth century that elegant horse-drawn carriages – driven by the owner or a coachman – were 

seen again on the streets of Chinese towns and cities. 

P O S T S C R I P T  

In this article, we have focused on the development of horse-drawn vehicles, of which hundreds have 

been excavated in Chinese tombs. 

A new find, if correctly interpreted, throws light on the design and construction of ancient 

vehicles. It has been described by the excavators as indicating the use of a single draft animal harnessed 

between shafts nearly a thousand years earlier than previously thought 

(https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/c7DFkrDPm9b1jHcdfdPgFw; 

https://www.sohu.com/a/764555220_119659;  

https://m.weibo.cn/status/O58PlbXH4?jumpfrom=weibocom). 

https://m.weibo.cn/status/O58PlbXH4?jumpfrom=weibocom
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The excavation at Zhaigou, in Qingjian, Shaanxi Province, in northwest China, has brought to 

light a number of well-preserved chariots in rich tombs dated to the late Shang dynasty (ca. twelfth-

eleventh century BCE). Among them, found in the northeast corner of tomb M3, is what is claimed to 

be the earliest vehicle with shafts known to date. Archaeologists speculate that it may be an ox cart of 

a type recorded in bronze inscriptions and various documents – the first archaeological discovery of an 

ancient ox-drawn baggage cart. 

The body is oval in shape, like the chariot from pit M20 at Hsiao-t’un, Anyang (Liu Yonghua 

2002, ills. on pp. 3, 4). The axle is four meters long, with a wheelbase of about 1.8 meters. The straight 

shafts are reported to run under the floor and are connected at the front by a wooden bow, interpreted 

as a yoke. The dimensions of the two multi-spoked wheels are not given in the press release. No animal 

remains are reported. 

 

The recently excavated vehicle from the Wayaogou Cemetery, Shaanxi Province 

Though the existence of two widely spaced shafts does not in itself prove the widespread use of 

single animal draft in early China, the Zhaigou find may help provide some clues about the origins of 

this technological innovation. 

We await with great interest the full publication of this exciting new material. 
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